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What does the Future hold - 
and how will we adapt to it?

Via my colleague Glen Hiemstra





Walled gardens - even with pretty new 
flowers - will fail (mostly)



“Tweet-send me the movie please”
“I just tweeted you the book”







In 3 years*

30% of all advertising 
will be digital, mobile, 

interactive, video, 
social, realtime



A huge challenge: MindSets & Believes

Rupert Murdoch  (Source: AllThingsD.com)



A real challenge: Fear

Source: DigitalMusicNews.com



In 18-24 months

Access to music will be 
bundled into online 

access in many countries



TeleMedia is imminent



ISPs and Mobile Operators will move up the food-chain:

Social Networking

Content Services

Communication 2.0 

Money 2.0

eLearning



Content<>Cloud<>$



Ecosystem not Egosystem

Content

Internet Telecom

Advertising

CE Makers

Social 
Networks



The New 
Premium

The new 
Normal



BRIC 
First







versus



There is no universal recipe for monetizing digital content

Not all ‘Content’ is the same

Not all Media is the same

Not all Users are the same

Not all Cultures are the same



Murdoch’s imaginary Pay-Walls

@Umairh: “Blocking Google is about as 
smart as eating a pound of plutonium”

Source: ABC (Aus)



What really counts: Liquidity



Source: kk.org

Copies don’t equal $$ anymore



Content 2.0



Source: CEA.org

Personal, digital consumer ‘Piracy’ 
is simply just Market Failure



Free gets you to 
a place where 
you can ask to 

get paid.
Quote by Fred Wilson, Union Square Ventures www.avc.com 

*or receive other benefits

http://www.avc.com
http://www.avc.com


Hybrid Models in many variations



Not consumption... Access, Packaging... Service!



Get paid by... your audience?

Flattr.com





Pay your landlord with Facebook credits?

Source of image: Techcrunch.com



Content             
is first a Service & an 
Experience - and only 

then (maybe) a Product.



Content is King

C
onTEXT is
R

elevance is

C
onvenience is





The virtual goods economy is very real

Source: Slideshare



Mobile Content: 8 Key Phrases

Open *amap (as much as possible)

The power is in the Cloud and the Crowd

Data is the new Gold (and Poison!)

We are Followers, Friends & Users - not just 

Consumers

The Networked wins, too - not just ‘The Network’

Friction is Fiction (balance is crucial!!)

Trust is the new Control

The future is fuzzy not binary *it all depends



Every large audience can be monetized



A wave that Content Owners need to learn to ride

Was Is Soon Near Future Mid-term Future

Attention - Based Revenues



Preclude the inevitable Shift to Open

Open licenses
Open innovation
Open distribution
Open competition
Open partnerships
Open technologies

Open data standards



Don’t...



My final advise(s)



In the meantime:



App Store: “Media Futurist” 

www.musicfutures.com 

http://www.musicfutures.com
http://www.musicfutures.com


email me at gerd@mediafuturist.com

twitter.com/gleonhard
facebook: gleonhard

Thanks for your attention!
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